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Abstrat
We have studied numerially the frequeny distribution ρ(n) of the n-th neighbour along the
optimal tour in the Eulidean travelling salesman problem for N ities, in dimensions d = 2
and d = 3. We nd there is no signiant dependene of ρ(n) on either the number of ities
N or the dimension d.
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1. Introdution
The study of optimization problems is of onsiderable interest to omputer sientists, math-
ematiians and physiists alike. In a typial optimization problem, there is a large nite
set of possibilities to searh from, in order to obtain the optimal solution: if the problem
is of size N , then typially, there are of the order of N ! or eN possibilities, of whih we
want the one that minimizes (or maximizes) the ost funtion. The travelling salesman
problem (TSP) is a simple example of a ombinatorial optimization problem where, given
a ertain set of ities and the interity distane metri, a travelling salesman must nd the
shortest tour in whih it visits all the ities and returns to its starting point [1, 2℄. It is
a non-deterministi polynomial omplete (NP-omplete) problem. There are two forms of
TSP whih are of interest: the Eulidean TSP and the random link TSP. In the Eulidean
TSP, the N ities are distributed with uniform randomness in a d-dimensional hyperube
and the distane is measured in the Eulidean metri (with ∆l =
√
∆x2 +∆y2), whereas
in the random link TSP, the distanes between the ities i and j are taken as independent
random variables with a given distribution. It was noted that the random link TSP an be
mapped onto the Eulidean model, provided the distribution is hosen appropriately and the
orrelations between three or more distanes negleted [3℄.
A ity is said to be the n-th neighbour of a referene ity if there are exatly (n−1) other
ities that are nearer to the referene ity. In a given onguration of ities, for every ity
we an nd its neighbours, arrange them in order of their distanes from that ity and label
them onseutively with their neighbour number n. Thus n = 1 is the nearest neighbour, et.
We an nd out how many times the n-th neighbour is hosen along the optimal tour and
determine the frequeny distribution ρ(n). Here, we have studied numerially the frequeny
distribution ρ(n) along the optimal tour for the Eulidean TSP only. The optimum tours are
obtained with the help of branh and bound algorithms with open boundary onditions. As
a matter of interest, we have also studied the frequeny distribution ρ(n) using the greedy
algorithm.
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2. Simulation and numerial determination of ρ(n)
We generated random ongurations in dimensions d = 2 and 3, for dierent sizes N = 10
to 256. For eah onguration, we determine the frequeny distribution of neighbours ρ(n)
along the optimal tour and then take the average over 5000 ongurations. We have found
the optimum tours in d = 2 and 3, with the help of branh and bound algorithms using open
boundary onditions (Fig. 1). The results for ρ(n) in dimensions d = 2 and 3 are shown
in Fig. 2 (a) and (b). The numerial values of ρ(n) for dierent values of n in d = 2, are
plotted against 1/N in Fig. 2 (). These show that the frequeny distribution ρ(n) does not
vary signiantly with N and so ρ(n) does not have any prominent nite-N eet, and it
does not depend on the dimension d. The frequeny distribution of neighbours, obtained by
numerial tting, is of the form ρ(n) = A exp(−an)[1 +B exp(n/b)] where A = 0.72± 0.01,
a = 0.60± 0.03, B = 0.05± 0.01 and b = 3.0± 0.1. The errors in A, a, B and b are obtained
by eye-estimation.
As a matter of interest, we have also studied ρ(n) using the greedy algorithm, where
from eah ity the salesman goes to the nearest ity not already in the tour and nally from
the N-th ity returns diretly to the rst. The results for ρ(n) in dimensions d = 2 and 3 are
shown in Fig. 3. Here also, ρ(n) does not depend on the dimension d. There seems to be a
ross-over from the exponential deay to a power law deay at n = 6, for some unapparent
reasons.
3. Disussions and summary
It was shown in [1℄ that the average optimal travel distane in the unit d-dimensional
hyperube, where N random ities are distributed uniformly, < l
(d)
N > sales as N
1−1/d
.
The empirially obtained frequeny distribution ρ(n) along the optimal tour an be used
to get a rough estimate of this average optimal travel distane < l
(d)
N >. We may write
< l
(d)
N >≃
∑N−1
n=1 < ρ(n) >< D
(d)
N (n) > where < ... > denote the ensemble averages and
< D
(d)
N (n) > is the average n-th neighbour distane along the optimal tour between N ities
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in a unit d-dimensional hyperube. Note that the average optimal travel distane < l
(d)
N >
should atually involve the average over the produt < ρ(n)D
(d)
N (n) >, while we use here the
produt of averages < ρ(n) >< D
(d)
N (n) >. Here, we use the general expression given in [4℄
for the n-th neighbour distane in the unit d-dimensional hyperube ontaining N random
points distributed uniformly: < D
(d)
N (n) >=
[
Γ(d/2 + 1)/(pid/2N)
]1/d
[Γ(n+ 1/d)/Γ(n)], and
the empirially determined frequeny distribution ρ(n) (=< ρ(n) >) to estimate < l
(d)
N >.
We nd that for d = 2, < l
(2)
N >≃ 0.77N1/2 and for d = 3, < l(3)N >≃ 0.74N2/3. It may be
noted that the ensemble of D
(d)
N (n) in TSP is not the same as the ase where distanes are
alulated without any restritions.
In summary, here we study numerially the frequeny distribution ρ(n) along the optimal
tour for the Eulidean TSP for dimensions d = 2 and 3. For optimum tours, we nd there is
no signiant dependene of ρ(n) on either the number of ities N or the dimension d, and
the empirially determined frequeny distribution ρ(n) ∼ A exp(−an)[1+B exp(n/b)]. Sine
ρ(n) does not have any prominent nite-N eet and the values of ρ(n) remain signiant
for small n (up to n ∼ 45 in our study for N ≤ 256), one an therefore determine ρ(n) quite
aurately using small system sizes, and thus optimizing the omputational eorts.
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ing
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Figure aptions
Fig. 1 : (a) A typial optimal tour is shown for N = 80 ities in a unit area for dimension
d = 2. The ities are represented by blak dots and the optimal tour is indiated using a
solid line (b) Similarly, a typial optimal tour is shown for N = 80 ities in a unit volume for
dimension d = 3. The ities are represented by blak dots and the optimal tour is indiated
using a solid line.
Fig. 2 : (a) Plot of the distribution ρ(n) of neighbours on an optimal tour of N = 256
ities, for d = 2. In the inset, ρ(n) for N = 100, in d = 2 is plotted in the linear-log sale
and the numerially tted urve ρ(n) = 0.72 exp(−0.60n)[1 + 0.05 exp(n/3.0)] is shown by a
solid line; the error bars are due to ongurational utuations (b) Plot of the distribution
ρ(n) of neighbours on an optimal tour of N = 256 ities, for d = 3. In the inset, ρ(n)
for N = 100, in d = 3 is plotted in the linear-log sale and the numerially tted urve
ρ(n) = 0.72 exp(−0.60n)[1 + 0.05 exp(n/3.0)] is shown by a solid line; the error bars are due
to ongurational utuations () Values of ρ(n) for dierent values of n are plotted against
1/N for d = 2, to show that the frequeny distribution does not have any signiant nite-N
eet in the range 10 ≤ N ≤ 256 onsidered.
Fig. 3 : (a) Plot of the distribution ρ(n) of neighbours on a greedy tour of N = 100 ities,
for d = 2. In the inset, ρ(n) for d = 2 is plotted in the log-log sale and the numerially
tted urves are shown by a dashed line (exponential deay) and a solid line (power law
deay); the error bars are due to ongurational utuations (b) Plot of the distribution
ρ(n) of neighbours on a greedy tour of N = 100 ities, for d = 3. In the inset, ρ(n)
for d = 3 is plotted in the log-log sale and the numerially tted urves are shown by a
dashed line (exponential deay) and a solid line (power law deay); the error bars are due
to ongurational utuations.
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